ART CRITIQUE
Visual Art-Ms. Seiders

NO YES/NO ANSWERS!! WRITE ON A SEPARATE PAPER IN COMPLETE SENTENCES. EXPLAIN YOURSELF, ELABORATE YOUR IDEAS, IMPRESS ME! DON’T FORGET YOUR NAME ON YOUR PAPER!!

1) Draw a sketch of your art piece.

2) What were the steps we went through to make the piece of art. Start at the beginning and explain step by step.

3) What were some issues or difficulties that you encountered while you were making your art piece? How did you solve the problems?

4) What were the things that seemed to go smoothly while you were doing your art piece? Why?

5) Did you change your original idea or get a better idea while working on parts of your piece? Why?

6) Do you think your art piece came out successfully? Why or why not?

7) What might you do differently next time if you were to do this again? Did you get any ideas for another art piece while working on this one? What were they?

8) Did anyone help you when you were stuck on your piece? Who? What did they help with?

9) What new techniques or information did you learn in making this art piece, or from the information given to you in class?